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‘rhe ring R = [” “” 0 z,Zz] is an easy example (discovered by Small [8]) of 
a noetherian ring which is not an order in an artinian ring. One point of the 
example is that none of its associated prime ideals are embedded which, 
were R commutative, would guarantee that it would be an order in an 
artinian ring. Also R is a one dimensional fully bounded ring; and it has a 
nonzero right ideal which is artinian (O-dimensional). Our main aim is to 
show that this last property is the only obstruction to R being an order in 
an artinian ring. We first state this result in full generality and postpone its 
proof until later. 
‘I’HEOREM 1. If  R is an FBX ring suck that K dim d == K dim R for 
every nomero right ideal A then R is an ovdeer in an artinian Gng. 
The letters FBN abbreviate “fully bounded noetherian” and designate a 
(right and left) noetherian ring R with identity all of whose prime factor 
rings are right and left bounded, e.g., a noetherian PI-ring. Our results 
depend on certain deep theorems of Jategaonkar concerning FBN rings, 
and we refer the reader to his paper [4]. 
The symbol K dim M denotes the Krull dimension of a finitely generated 
right R-module M as described in [3]. H owever, note that, by [4, Lemma 2.11, 
K dim M = K dim R/I where I := ann 112; and that the Krull dimension 
of any FBN ring can be measured classically, on chains of prime ideals- 
see [3] and [6]. In particular the left Krull dimension of any FBN ring 
coincides with its Krull dimension. 
One may restate the hypothesis of Theorem 1 in terms of associated prime 
ideals of R, by which we mean prime ideals P such that, for some uniform 
right ideal U, P -= ass U = (X E R / s kills a nonzero submodule of U}; 
cf. [I] and [2, Sections 4 and 51. (W e remark that a prime ideal of a noetherian 
ring is associated if and only if it is the annihilator of a finite set of nonzero 
elements of the ring.) In these terms the hypothesis says that K dim R/P = 
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K dim R for every associated prime ideal P of R, and this implies that all 
associated primes are minimal (i.e., none are embedded). Theorem 1 depends 
on the next result which elucidates the relationship between minimal primes 
and associated primes. 
THEOREM 2. If  P is a minimal prime ideal of an FBN ring R then there is 
an associated prime ideal Q of R such that K dim RIP = K dim R/Q. 
Proof. Let Q1 ,..., Q, be the associated primes of R. It follows from 
[3, Theorem 8.61 that E’(R) N E(U,)“1 @ ... @ E(UJmn, where lJi is any 
critical (i.e., uniform) right ideal of R/Qi and E(-) denotes R-injective 
envelopes. Note that K dim Ui = K dim R/Q, by [3, Proposition 6.61. 
Clearly Hom(E(R), E(R/P)) # 0 and this implies that, say, Hom(E(U,), 
&R/P)) f  0. Thus there is a nonzero homomorphism f: H--f R/P for 
some finitely generated submodule H of E( U,). 
Let K dim U, = 01. Then every critical submodule of H is a-critical, by 
[3, Proposition 2.31. Thus, by [4, Theorem 3.41, H has a “composition 
series” 0 = I-r, C HI C ... C H, = H, where Hi/H,-, is an a-critical R- 
module. Moreover Pi = ann Hi/H,-, is a prime ideal by [4, Theorem 2.51. 
But HP, ... PI = 0 and so the product P, ... Pl kills the nonzero right 
ideal fH of R/P. It follows that P > Pj , say. Hence, since P is a minimal 
prime, P = Pj ; and so K dim RIP = K dim R/Q,. 
We point out that, in contrast to the commutative case, the minimal 
prime ideal [“, g] of the FBN ring [’ z 0 ] is not an associated prime. (It can 
be seen however that every minimal prime of Small’s example, mentioned 
above, is associated.) We mention also that the two-sided noetherian assump- 
tion in Theorem 2 is necessary for its validity. 
For an FBN ring R we let T,R be the largest right ideal of R of Krull 
dimension <ct; N = N(R) denotes the prime radical. 
COROLLARY 3. If  R is an FBN ring such that TAR = 0 then T,R/N = 0. 
Proof. I f  T,R/N # 0 it follows that R/N has an associated prime ideal 
P/N, P a prime ideal of R, such that K dim R/P < 01. In particular the 
annihilator of P/N in R/N is not 0, and this makes it plain that P/N is a 
minimal prime of R/N (since R/N is semiprime). Therefore, by Theorem 2, 
there is an associated prime Q of R such that K dim R/Q < 01. This contra- 
dicts our assumption that T,R = 0. 
We require one more preparatory result before proving Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let R be an FBN ring and ot an ordinal. 
(i) T&R) = r,R. 
(ii) I f  B is a right ideal of R such that B n TAR = 0 then -r&R/r(B)) = 0. 
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Proof. (i) Since raR is an ideal, K dim R/Z(r,R) = K dim RIY(T,R) < CY 
by [4, Theorem 2.31. Thus T,R C T&R) and, similarly, T&R) C T&R. 
(ii) Let R = R/r(B) and C b e a right ideal of R such that K dim C < 01. 
But if T = annR i’ then K dim R/T < 01 and BCT =: 0. Thus BC _C B n 7,R 
and so c == 0. 
Pyoof of Theorem 1. Suppose that R is not an order in an artinian ring. 
Then N f  0 and also, by noetherian induction, we may assume that 
Theorem 1 is valid for every proper factor ring of R. 
We claim that i? = R/Z(N) n N is an order in an artinian ring. To see 
this note that i? embeds in R/Z(N) @R/N and consider the obvious 
exact sequence 
0 -+ TAR n R/Z(X) - T&R ---f im(r,i? + R/N) + 0 (1) 
induced by the embedding. Applying Corollary 3 and Lemma 4 with 
01 = K dim R and B = N, we see from (1) that Eli? = 0. The fact that Z(N) 
is an essential right ideal of R then establishes our claim. 
Now let c be an element of R such that c + N is regular in R!N. We will 
show that c is regular in R. This, together with Small’s theorem [7], yields 
the contradiction that R is an order in an artinian ring. 
Clearly C f  R 
-- 
is regular in R/N. Consequently, since X = N(a), c is 
regular in R by Small’s theorem. Thus Z(c) _C Z(N). 
Let x E Z(c). Then there is an epimorphism R/CR + N-t xR. But 
CR + N/N is an essential right ideal of R/N and so K dim R/CR + N < 
K dim R/N < K dim R by [3, Proposition 6.11. Thus Z(c) = 0. A symmetric 
argument shows that r(c) = 0. 
The reader might be interested to learn that a different proof can be given 
using a result of Jategaonkar [5, Theorem 3.31. We should point out that it is 
necessary to assume that the ring is right and left noetherian. For the 
l-dimensional fully bounded right noetherian ring 
R = kbl li[“T Yli(Y) 
0 1 k[x] ’ 
k a field, is not a right order in a right artinian ring; and yet TAR = 0. Note 
further that the maximal ideal 
c 
y4yl 4x, y,‘(y) 
0 k[x] 1 
contains no regular element. Our final result shows that this could not happen 
if R were noetherian. 
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COROLL~RP 5. If  R is an wdimensional FBN ring z&h raR = 0 then 
a right ideal B oj’ R contains a regular element if and on@ ;f K dim R/B < a. 
Proof. 2. See, for example, the proof of [3, Proposition 6.11. 
t. I f  B T N/N is not an essential right ideal of R/N then, by Corollary 3, 
R/B + IV has a submodule of Krull dimension 301. But K dim R/B +- N S: 
K dim R/B < 01. Thus B + N/N contains a regular element of R/N and so, 
since R is an order in an artinian ring by Theorem 1, B contains a regular 
element of R. 
This result remain valid, if R is a commutative noetherian ring, without 
the assumption that K dim R = iy. This raises the following question. If  B 
is a right ideal in an FBN ring R and 01 is an ordinal such that raR = 0 then, 
if K dim R/B < LY, is it true that B contains a regular element ? Note that, 
of course, not even a commutative ring satisfying the stated hypothesis 
need be an order in an artinian ring. Note also that if every right ideal B 
such that K dim R/B < N contains a regular element then T,R = 0. 
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